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Students on initial teacher training courses apply for teaching posts during their final term of study, 
and often earlier. Both for current students and newly-qualified ex-students, potential employers 
demand references of the School of Education.
 
Whilst on placement in schools, students receive a training reference from the teacher who has been 
mentoring them. These are highly-structured, written onto forms provided by the School of Education.  

Until 2014, the references sent to employers leaned heavily on the wording provided in the training 
reference. Where these had not arrived in time to meet the employer’s interview deadline, information 
sent to the employer only included feedback on the student’s previous placement – so it could be up 
to a year out of date. 

A reference was required that provided a University view regardless of whether or not information 
from schools had come in. This was what was expected of us by our students and by employers. 
Cases were reported to us of students failing to obtain job offers due to the poor quality of the 
references provided. 

In 2014, initially as a project under the Professional Development Framework for Professional Staff, Ben Bergonzi and 
Patsy Yates took on the objective of improving the references provided. They were later joined by Kim Payne. Several other 
staff supported the project, including Nicola Grace, Anne Mansey, Laura Buckman and Claire Day. 

It was decided to provide a template with ‘boilerplating text’ describing each ITT course itself, derived from the appropriate 
Programme Specification. This template provides an outline of the student’s course of study which can go to an employer 
even if nothing recent has come in by way of a training reference. This template forms the foundation. The reference is then 
‘layered up’ with a personalised pen portrait of each student written by a Programme Tutor or Subject Tutor prior to the start 
of the final placement. The final component of the finished reference is wording taken from the training reference. 

The stages of compiling this reference are shown below, along with examples of the current references both for Primary and 
Secondary references (the names are imaginary).

There is more work to be done on the ‘intake’ side: references are coming in via Word documents attached to emails. 
Manual intervention is needed to get the grades and comments into the spreadsheet. The next stage is to take in training 
references via a secure Survey whereby the marks can feed directly into a spreadsheet without cutting and pasting. We 
hope to be using this method during 2016-17.

Reference spreadsheet set up for each cohort each year,
including placement school towns and dates.

For each student, tutor comments are added to the spreadsheet,
prior to the start of the final placement.

Within placement school, teacher mentor writes reference
on student once placement is nearly finished. This is attached to

email and sent in to School of Education via a generic email address.
This email attachment is saved and the text is extracted and

pasted into the spreadsheet, with any school names removed.

When reference requests from prospective employers come in,
staff responding take a Word template containing standard text

about the student’s course, and then using the spreadsheet,
merge in the information about that specific student both from

their UH tutor and their placement mentor.
The template is saved as a PDF and mailed out to the employer.
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